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Abstract
The combination of acidic zeolites and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) catalysts for one-step
production of liquid fuels from syngas is critically reviewed. Bifunctional systems are classified by the
proximity between FTS and acid functionalities into three levels: reactor, catalyst particle, and active
phase. A thorough analysis of the published literature on this topic reveals that efficiency in the
production of liquid fuels correlates well with the proximity of FTS and acid sites.
Moreover, possible side reactions over the FTS metal, including direct CO hydrogenation and
hydrocarbon hydrogenolysis, are addressed. The contribution of these side reactions should carefully
be considered and separated from that of the zeolite function when evaluating the performance and
product spectrum of zeolite-containing catalysts.
Keywords: Fischer-Tropsch, zeolite, liquid fuel, bifunctional catalysis, syngas, H-ZSM-5
1. Introduction
Due to their high volumetric and reasonable mass energy densities and low cost/price, gasoline and
diesel are the preferred transportation fuels. To date, these liquid fuels are being mainly produced in
conventional refineries from crude oil. Depletion of petroleum and environmental concerns have
driven a worldwide research on alternative processes for the production of energy carriers. Among the
various possibilities and chemical conversion routes, syngas (a mixture of CO and H2) production
followed by Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) holds promises for extensive implementation in the near
future. This is due to the maturity of both technologies in addition to abundance of alternative
resources such as natural gas, coal, and biomass. Furthermore, the dependency on centralized fossilbased reservoirs may be relaxed if globally dispersed raw materials can be utilized as feedstock.
When producing liquid fuels by the state of the art gas-to-liquid (GTL) processes, low-temperature
Fischer-Tropsch (LTFT) reactors are operated at high chain growth probability conditions at which
heavy paraffinic hydrocarbons (wax) are produced with high selectivities. Waxes are subsequently fed
to hydrocrackers and converted to the desired cut of the barrel.1 Lower hydrocarbon chain growths are
1
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expected in processes based on high-temperature Fischer-Tropsch (HTFT) for gasoline production.2
Nevertheless, hydrocarbon conversion reactions, including hydroisomerization, are required to upgrade
the octane number of the FTS-based gasoline.
Practical feasibility of the conventional GTL should benefit from the so-called ‘economy of scale’.3
availability (e.g., renewables) or associated petroleum gas on offshore platforms. The current
importance of intensified GTL technologies is illustrated by the number of academic research groups
and companies such as CompactGTL,4 Velocys,5 and Chevron,6 currently involved in this research.
Yet, it should be stressed that efforts to develop intensified GTL processes do not necessarily aim to
substitute the state of the art, already optimized for large scale applications, but are responses to the
availability of alternative feedstocks.
From the catalysis engineering prospect, running several reactions by coupling two or more
functionalities in a single catalyst particle is a well-known and attractive approach, such as in
hydroisomerization. First examples describing the incorporation of additional functionalities in FTS,
including water-gas-shift (WGS) and acidity,7 have been reported more than two decades ago.8-10 The
former is intrinsically present in Fe-based FTS catalysts or alternatively can be introduced by addition
of a dedicated component such as Cu-based WGS catalysts.10 If H2/CO ratio is smaller than the
reaction stoichiometry (i.e., H2/CO = 2), a high CO conversion may only be achieved in combination
with a reasonable extent of in situ WGS. On the other hand, intraparticle H2/CO ratios stay closer to
the optimal stoichiometric value by feeding H2 deficient syngas, due to the higher diffusivity of H2.11
Therefore, WGS functionality is of high importance, especially when coal or biomass are used as
syngas sources with H2/CO ratios around unity.12
Other active sites have been introduced to add acid functionality to the catalyst. This aims to couple
FTS to either etherification13 or acid-catalyzed hydrocarbon upgrading (via (hydro)cracking,
(hydro)isomerization, etc.). The latter is the subject of this report. While almost a century of literature
is available on FTS catalysts, still new reviews update the recent advances and findings on this topic.12,
14-20

This contribution is confined to the recent open literature on zeolite-based bifunctional catalyst

systems. The possible acid-catalyzed reactions that are likely to occur under FTS conditions are
discussed first and their feasibility is assessed (section 2). Following, the possible side reactions at the
metal sites, resulting from their interaction with the zeolite, are addressed. These side reactions are
consequences of the combination of functionalities, which may affect or alter the product distribution
(section 3). On these grounds, the combination of FTS and acid functionalities and their cooperative
catalytic performances are discussed in detail as a function of the proximity between both phases,
namely on the reactor, catalyst particle, and active phase levels (section 4).
2
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2. Relevant acid/zeolite catalyzed reactions
The idea behind the combination of FTS and acid functionalities is the direct production of liquid
hydrocarbons from syngas via consecutive CO polymerization and hydrocracking. In this section, the
feasibility of hydrocracking and other acid-catalyzed reactions, likely to occur over bifunctional

2.1. Hydrocracking
Hydrocracking, catalytic cracking, and thermal cracking are the most important types of cracking.
The former two proceed in the presence of a solid catalyst and their main difference is H2 co-feed in
the case of hydrocracking. Fluidized catalytic cracking or FCC is a well-known cracking process
where no H2 is co-fed to the reactor, operated at 753–823 K. One of the most important components of
FCC catalysts is an acidic zeolite. Hydrocrackers on the other hand, are operated in the temperature
range of 623–713 K.2 At such lower temperatures, incorporation of a (de)hydrogenation function into
the catalyst formulation, besides the acidity, is the key to enhance catalyst activity and stability.
Conventionally, the (de)hydrogenation function is introduced by a metal, supported on the solid acid
catalyst (Table 1).
Hydrocracking catalysts are similar as those of hydroisomerization in the sense that they both
contain (de)hydrogenation and acid functionalities. This is due to the fact that reaction intermediates
are similar in both reactions: the formation of cracked products is preceded by an isomerization step
(see below).
The hydrocracking reaction mechanism is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 for a representative
hydrocarbon. The reaction is initiated by formation of a carbocation. In case of olefins, the carbocation
can readily be formed via addition of a proton, supplied by Brønsted acid sites. Otherwise, in the case
of saturated hydrocarbons, a dehydrogenation step should precede. Alternatively the olefin may form
by abstraction of a hydride ion from the hydrocarbon. The hydride ion can be accepted by the acid
catalyst and be combined with a proton to form molecular H2.21
Before C–C scission, the carbocation undergoes skeletal isomerization to form an iso-carbocation.
Table 1 Various (de)hydrogenation and acid functions of hydrocracking catalysts. Adapted from
reference 22.

Increasing
hydrogenation

Hydrogenation function (metal)

Acid function (support)

Ni/Mo

Al2O3

Ni/W

Al2O3/halogen

Pt/Pd

SiO2/Al2O3
Zeolites

low sulfur conditions

3
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β-scission

Fig. 1. Hydrocracking reaction mechanism for a representative hydrocarbon.
This proceeds through a secondary carbocation rearrangement, most probably via a protonated
dialkylcyclopropane (Fig. 1) for hydrocarbons containing five or more carbon atoms. For C4
hydrocarbons, formation of protonated dialkylcyclopropane is energetically unfavorable since it would
call for a primary carbocation as intermediate 23.
The next mechanistic step of hydrocracking is scission of the C–C bond at the β position of the
positively charged carbon atom (β-scission) to form a lighter alkene and a lighter carbocation. The
latter may go through a further sequence of reactions as described above or it may be converted to an
alkene upon proton abstraction by the acid catalyst. Finally, the olefinic products may adsorb on a
A (n ≥ 8)

B1 (n ≥ 8)

B2 (n ≥ 7)

C (n ≥ 6)

D (n ≥ 5)

Fig. 2. Examples of different types of β-scission, imposed to different carbocation intermediates. n:
carbon number.
4
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Fig. 3. Dimerization of a carbenium ion and an alkene.

Five types of β-scission can be distinguished with respect to the stability of the carbocations
involved (Fig. 2) for which the relative reaction rates obey the following order: A >> B1 ≈ B2 > C >>>
D.24 A ‘fast’ hydrocracking occurs once the hydrocarbon has been hydroisomerized and subsequent
branching in the chain leads to fastest hydrocracking. Among the different acid supports employed in
hydrocracking catalysts (Table 1), zeolites offer a high stability as well as shape selectivity. Inside
shape selective zeolites such as ZSM-5, the branched reaction intermediates are blocked where they
undergo successive isomerization steps and rapid cracking.25
The above-mentioned reaction steps for hydrocracking are based on a monomolecular mechanism.
In the so-called bimolecular mechanism,26-28 an alkene is protonated by the Brønsted acid and forms a
dimer with another olefinic hydrocarbon (Fig. 3). This oligomerization process may continue and
depending on the position of the double bond and the positively charged carbon on the chain, branched
carbocations may be produced. The carbocations may further return a proton to the acid catalyst to
form an olefin (which is larger than the starting molecules) or they may crack. The bimolecular
mechanism seems more feasible than the protonated cyclopropane formation for hydroisomerization
and/or hydrocracking of small hydrocarbons (such as C4) that would require primary carbocation
intermediates through the latter route.29, 30
In the absence of a (de)hydrogenation functionality (such as in FCC catalysts), hydrogen is
transferred from the hydrocarbon feed to the catalyst surface and distributed over the adsorbed
hydrocarbon species. This enriches the H/C ratio of a fraction of components (usually the lighter ones)
while reducing that of the others (usually the heavier ones) and thus carbon is rejected in the form of
coke on the catalyst surface.31 In this case, pentacoordinated structures (Fig. 4) are formed by direct
protonation of the paraffins which can crack in α position of the positively charged carbon (α-scission,
protolysis). Once significant concentrations of alkenes are created, cracking through the
aforementioned mechanism(s) and β-scission may follow. Products of α-scission include those that
pentacoordinate
d

α-scission

Fig. 4. Catalytic cracking by protonation of an alkane to form a pentacoordinated carbocation followed
by α-scission (protolysis). Adapted from reference 2.
5
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require primary carbocation intermediates if to be formed via β-scission.32
Technology selection for FTS product upgrading via cracking is based on the following
considerations: FTS hydrocarbons are in principle hydrogen rich. Therefore, a carbon rejection
strategy such as that in FCC is not essential, although applicable.33,

34

In addition, the absence of

of hydrogen are not necessary (see below), thus hydrogen addition to the process would not become
costly. On these grounds, hydrocrackers are the standard units for conversion of LTFT heavy
hydrocarbons to liquid fuels.1 Both process and catalysts involved are designed as such to be selective
to the target hydrocarbon range (conventionally to middle distillates) and minimize over-cracking of
the desired products. Further, they are optimized for production of branched hydrocarbons to improve
the cold flow properties in case of diesel or octane number for gasoline-range hydrocarbons.35
As compared with the refinery hydrocrackers, these units are operated at much milder conditions in
terms of temperature, pressure, and H2/feed ratio in the case of FTS wax hydrocracking. This is due to
the high reactivity of heavy paraffinic molecules in hydrocracking, plus the absence of strong catalyst
poisons, such as sulfur and nitrogen containing compounds, in FTS wax. The involved catalysts are
typically less acidic as well.36
A bifunctional FTS catalyst should be capable of catalyzing hydrocracking along with FTS at the
process conditions of the latter. Although this is limited to speculation in many related reports, there
are crystal clear indications that H-ZSM-5 satisfies this objective for the cracking functionality.37-44

538 K

523 K

mol%

503 K

n

Fig. 5. Product distribution of n-hexadecane hydrocracking over Pt containing H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al ≈ 16)
extrudates (including Al2O3 as binder) at different temperatures. In addition to n-C16 (SVn-C16 = 0.08–
0.1 h-1), the feed included H2O (SVH2O = 0.25–0.3 h-1) and syngas with the composition N2:H2:CO =
50:33:16 (GHSVgas = 3600–3800 l l-1cat h-1). n-C16 conversion is 33%, 83%, and 100% at 503 K, 523
K, and 538 K, respectively. 37 Reproduced with permission from Elsevier.
6
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In model reactions, Martínez et al. 38 showed that n-hexadecane conversion drops rapidly from 80%
to zero over H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 15) in 1 h, regardless of co-feeding H2. However, a stable conversion
level of 80% was measured once the same H-ZSM-5 was physically mixed with equal mass of
Co/SiO2. Since hardly any C1 was found in the reaction products, this stability improvement was
catalysts have been explored for FTS wax hydrocracking elsewhere.45
A challenge that the hydrocracking component has to deal with under FTS reaction conditions is the
presence of CO and H2O. While the former may disturb the (de)hydrogenation functionality, H2O
affects the acid-catalyzed reactions. Although stable, n-C16 conversion over H-ZSM-5 halved upon
H2O addition to the feed stream.38 The negative effect of CO and H2O addition on n-dodecane
hydroconversion was demonstrated over Ni/H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 66) extrudates (including Al2O3 as
binder).41 The choice of Ni as the (de)hydrogenation function was on the basis that it is less sensitive
than Pt in the presence of CO. An almost 80% n-C12 conversion drops to ca. 5% at 493 K after CO
and H2O are co-fed in order to simulate an FTS environment. However, the conversion level can be
increased to ca. 80% by raising the reaction temperature to 533 K. This n-C12 conversion was
reasonably stable up to 70 h on-stream.
Since unsaturated hydrocarbons (mainly α-olefins) are FTS primary products, they can be
protonated directly by the acid catalyst even in absence of a (de)hydrogenation function. This is
confirmed by results obtained in bifunctional reaction systems consisting of a catalyst bed of acid

100

Catalyst

90

■ mesoH-ZSM-5

▨ mesoH-ZSM-5

X/%&S/%

80

Feed
n-hexane

1-hexene

■ CoRu/mesoH-ZSM-5 n-hexane

70
60

50
40
30
20
10
0
XC6

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

isoC6

Fig. 6. Conversion and product selectivities in C6 hydroconversion over a mesoporous H-ZSM-5
(mesoH-ZSM-5) and 20 wt% Co-0.3 wt% Ru/mesoH-ZSM-5. Data were collected after 20 h on-stream
at 513 K, 15 bar total pressure, H2/C6 = 9.0, N2/H2 = 2.0, and SV = 13 molC6 kg-1cat h-1. Either n-hexane
or 1-hexene was used, as indicated in the legend.46 Note that hydrocarbons larger than C6 were also
formed over mesoH-ZSM-5 which were not specified. Reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co.
7
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zeolite downstream that of an FTS catalyst bed (see section 4.1). Sartipi et al.

47

observed C7–C9

hydrocarbon formation along with C3–C5 during C6 hydroconversion over a mesoporous H-ZSM-5
catalyst at FTS process conditions. This observation points at the importance of the bimolecular
mechanism during bifunctional FTS, as also suggested by others.9 C6 conversion considerably
hexane to 1-hexene (Fig. 6).46 Addition of a hydrogenation metal to the acid component in this case
enhances the formations of isoparaffins.40, 48, 49
It is noteworthy that no C1 was observed in the product spectrum of mono-functional H-ZSM-5
catalysts. This result excludes the protolysis mechanism (α-scission) and rules out the acid-catalyzed
reactions as origin of methane production during bifunctional FTS. A Co-containing catalyst may
produce significant amounts of C1 through hydrocarbon hydrogenolysis (see Fig. 6 and section 3.2)
while the selectivity to this product is low over Pt-containing hydrocracking catalysts (see Fig. 5).
Among zeolites H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al ≈ 16), H-Beta (Si/Al ≈ 13), and H-Y (Si/Al ≈ 3), the first one
shows the highest activity in n-C6 cracking followed by H-Beta and H-Y. The latter displayed the
highest selectivity to C6 isomers.37 A more recent work43 demonstrates that only strong acid sites,
active for hydrocracking at the operating temperature window of cobalt-based FTS catalysts, give rise
to deviations from a conventional ASF product distribution (see also section 4.2).
2.2. Other acid-catalyzed reactions of importance under FTS conditions
Besides hydrocracking, an acidic zeolite may catalyze other reactions, including (but not limited to)
hydroisomerization, oligomerization, aromatization, alcohol dehydration, etc. As explained in section
2.1, hydroisomerization and oligomerization intermediates are already involved in the hydrocracking
mechanism. Thus, products of both reactions are expected during bifunctional FTS. Hydrocarbons up
to C13 are formed through oligomerization reactions from a mixture of ethene and propene over Pt/HZSM-5 and Pt/H-Beta, regardless of syngas addition. The major products are mono-branched
hydrocarbons in C5–C9 range while Pt/H-ZSM-5 is more active than Pt/H-Beta.40 The significant
oligomerization activity of H-ZSM-5 reduces the production of lower olefins when this zeolite is
added to the FTS catalyst, whereas this effect is less for H-Beta and H-MOR 50 and is not observed for
mixtures containing MCM-22, ITQ-2, and ITQ-22.51 The C2–C4 range olefin to paraffin ratio
decreases with a decrease in Si/Al ratio of H-ZSM-5, when physically mixed with a Fe-based FTS
catalyst,52 which further highlights the occurrence of olefin oligomerization over this zeolite in
bifunctional FTS.
In principle, zeolites having more acid sites of medium strength show higher isomerization activity,
whereas stronger acid sites catalyze cracking.2 In line with this general statement, mesoporous HZSM-5 (Si/Al ≈ 40) was compared with H-ITQ-2 (Si/Al ≈ 40) and mesoporous H-USY (Si/Al ≈ 40)
8
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1.E+00
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1.E-04
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l Co/SiO2
▲Co/mesoH-ZSM-5
n Co/H-ITQ-2
uCo/mesoH-USY
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9
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n/–

Fig. 7. Molar fractional distribution of FTS products after 140 h on-stream at 513 K, 15 bar total
pressure, feed composition H2/CO = 1, and GHSV = 12 m3STP kg-1cat h-1. Co/mesoH-ZSM-5:
mesoporous H-ZSM-5-supported Co; Co/mesoH-USY: mesoporous H-USY-supported Co. Co
loadings are about 20 wt%. 43 Reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

for the effect of their acid strength and density on catalytic performance.43 While the former shows
activity in n-C6 hydrocracking, H-ITQ-2, having even a higher density of weaker acid sites, catalyzes
only the isomerization reaction and mesoporous H-USY was inactive under the applied process
conditions. Both mesoporous H-ZSM-5 and H-ITQ-2 supported Co-catalysts yield a similar ratio of
iso- to n-C4 in FTS, but the former is considerably more selective to the C5–C11 fraction due to
cracking of large FTS hydrocarbons, resulting in a non-ASF product distribution (Fig. 7). Further
comparing the product slate of Co supported on the three above-mentioned zeolites, revealed that
hydrocarbon isomerization alone is not enough to lead to non-ASF catalytic behavior.43 It was
concluded that an outstanding isomerization activity might only decrease the chain growth probability
(Fig. 7), since branched hydrocarbons may not participate in chain propagation as effectively as linear
ones.
At low temperatures, hydrocracking catalysts effectively catalyze the hydroisomerization reaction.
The extent of hydrocracking relative to hydroisomerization can be tuned by adapting the process
conditions, acid strength, and the ratio between metal and acid sites in a catalyst. At temperatures
below 523 K, hydroisomerization of 1-octene over Pt/H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 32) dominates over
hydrocracking in the presence of CO. The contrary holds at higher temperatures and/or in absence of
CO.40 Process temperatures of LTFT favor hydroisomerization and oligomerization rather than
hydrocracking over H-ZSM-5 catalysts. Oligomerization of lower olefins followed by the limited
growth of branched hydrocarbons (that are produced by hydroisomerization, oligomerization, and
hydrocracking) effectively stops the chain propagation at around C10 while the large hydrocarbons are
very reactive to hydrocracking.53 This may explain why most of the reported bifunctional catalysts,

9
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operated at LTFT conditions, are selective towards gasoline-range hydrocarbons rather than the diesel
range (which is the desired product of the conventional two-steps LTFT and hydrocracking process).
On the other hand, HTFT conditions are typically associated with low chain growth probabilities
and targets gasoline-range hydrocarbons, lower olefins, and oxygenates. Consistent results show that
targeted, HTFT is followed by isomerization and reforming units to improve the octane number of the
produced gasoline. Bifunctional catalysts that contain zeolites are reported to produce notable amounts
of aromatic compounds51,

57-59

and olefins, which essentially can improve the octane number.

However, a high production of aromatics may result in severe deactivation of the acid catalyst (see
section 5). Formation of aromatics may become smaller at lower operating temperatures.46
3. Side reactions at the metal sites
The main function of metal sites with respect to the present application is FTS, i.e., chain
propagation (e.g., via CO insertion) and hydrogenation. In the current context, FTS performance in
combination with acid functionality is included in section 4, while two important side reactions are
described in this part.
3.1. Hydrogenation
Co0 is the FTS active phase in Co-based catalysts whereas carbides form over Fe0 in an early stage
of the FTS reaction or during the catalyst activation by means of CO. These carbon containing species
are believed to effectively catalyze FTS rather than metallic Fe.60 In parallel, hydrogenation is
anticipated over both Co- and Fe-based catalysts. In addition to saturation of olefinic hydrocarbons,
this reaction directly converts CO into methane. Fig. 8 shows that, as compared with a Fe-catalyst and
in spite of a lower reaction temperature, the methane level is higher than what is anticipated by	
  
extrapolating the ASF distribution to n = 1 over a Co-catalyst. This is due to the higher hydrogenation
activity of Co in comparison with Fe, which makes this side reaction more important over the former.
Therefore, Co FTS catalysts are known to be more sensitive than Fe-based catalysts to changes in H2
concentration and/or process temperature.61, 62
De Jong et al. 63 showed that methane selectivity through CO hydrogenation sharply increases as Co
particle size becomes smaller than 6–10 nm, while for larger sizes the reaction is not structure
sensitive. The density of lower index surface crystallographic planes or steps and corners increases as
particle size decreases.64 The higher methane selectivity of small particles is mainly brought about by
their higher hydrogen coverage65 and the high activity of low coordination sites, residing at corners
and edges.66
10
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As compared with conventional catalysts, more heterogeneous Co sites are found when supported
on a zeolite via impregnation.44,

46

For example, infrared (IR) spectra of pre-adsorbed CO (Fig. 9)

shows that low frequency bands at 1988–2020 cm-1 are clearly detected over an H-ZSM-5-supported

Co/SiO2

1.E-02

Bulk Fe

y/–

1.E-01

1.E-03
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

n/–

Fig. 8. Molar fractional distribution of FTS products over 20 wt% Co/SiO2 and a bulk Fe-catalyst after
5 h on-stream. Experiments were performed at 15 bar total pressure, feed composition H2/CO = 1, 513
K and 523 K for Co/SiO2 and bulk Fe, respectively, GHSV / m3STP kg-1cat h-1 = 12 and 24 for Co/SiO2
and bulk Fe, respectively.
Co while these bands are less pronounced over Co/SiO2. Such IR bands are assigned to linearly
adsorbed CO on Co0 centers of lower coordination that are more located on open low-index surface
crystallographic planes or steps and corners.67-69 Therefore, direct CO hydrogenation (CO + 3H2 →
CH4 + H2O) partly explains the relatively high methane production over zeolite-supported Co-catalysts
(even in absence of Brønsted acidity) and can be rationalized on the basis of the strong metal-support
interaction on the structured aluminosilicate.44, 46
Due to their lower intrinsic activity, relatively high reaction temperatures are employed for Fe-base
catalysts even in LTFT applications. Higher reaction temperatures will lead to a decrease in FTS chain
growth probability and thus higher production of methane through FTS. In spite of this, the C1
selectivity is almost similar over both SiO2 and zeolite-supported Fe-catalysts.70 In some occasions, it
is claimed that H-ZSM-5 would even enhance the formation of the active carbide phase and improve
the catalyst performance.71
3.2. Hydrogenolysis
Other than hydrogenation, a hydrocarbon may undergo many types of reactions over metals, namely
hydrogenolysis, isomerization, dehydrocyclization, and aromatization.72 Except for hydrogenolysis,
most of these reactions do not occur in the FTS reaction environment as evidenced by negligible
presence of branched, cyclic, and aromatic hydrocarbons in conventional FTS products. It should be
11
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noted that in bifunctional catalysts, some of the above-mentioned reactions become important over
acid sites, as already discussed in section 2.

T increase

Co/mesoH-ZSM-5

2300

T increase

Co/SiO2

2200

2100

2000

1900

1800

ν / cm-1

Fig. 9. IR spectra of pre-adsorbed CO on Co/SiO2 (bottom data set) and mesoporous H-ZSM-5supported Co (Co/mesoH-ZSM-5, top data set). In each data set, the temperature is increased in a
DRIFTS cell to 373, 423, 473, and 513 K, respectively, according to the arrows. Co loadings are about
10 wt%.
and Ni). This reaction proceeds via formation of adsorbed hydrocarbon radicals as reaction
intermediates followed by C–C scission. In contrast to hydrocracking, the adsorbed radical
intermediate mechanism results in low isomerization activity and therefore unbranched products.45
Different mechanisms have been proposed for hydrogenolysis of saturated hydrocarbons. In all
cases the reaction is initiated by dehydrogenative chemisorption of the hydrocarbon.73,

74

As first

example, ethane hydrogenolysis proceeds via 1,2-adsorbed intermediates followed by a series of
elementary steps that lead to formation of hydrogen deficient surface species.75

⎯⎯
→ C2H5(ads) + H(ads) ←⎯
⎯⎯
→ C2Hx(ads) + a H2 (a = (6 - x) / 2)
C2H6 ←⎯
⎯
⎯
12

(1)
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H2
C2Hx(ads) + H2 ⎯⎯
→ adsorbed C1 fragments ⎯⎯
→ CH4

(2)

C–C scission results from the reaction between the adsorbed intermediate and H2, being the rate
determining step.73 As the ratio of dehydrogenation-to-hydrogenolysis activity of a metal increases,
lower x values (reaction (1)) are expected. Thus, values of 4 and 2 are reported for Co and Ni,
most group VIII metals except for Fe and Re. This has been explained by a decrease in the
concentration of C2Hx(ads) with increasing H2 pressure.73 The specific activity of group VIII metals for
ethane hydrogenolysis follows the following order:77 Os > Ru > Ni > Rh > Ir > Re > Co > Fe > Cu >
Pt ≈ Pd, while for propane Co shows a higher activity than Ni.78
The rate of hydrogenolysis increases with the carbon number of alkanes which is attributed to lower
average dissociation energies of C–C bonds in larger molecules.79 As an example, n-heptane
hydrogenolysis is several orders of magnitude faster than that of ethane at 478 K.76
Alternatively, Anderson and Avery proposed 1,3-adsorbed intermediates for isomerization and
hydrogenolysis of simple aliphatic hydrocarbons larger than C2. In this scheme, one carbon atom is
doubly bonded to a surface metal atom (Fig. 10).80 If the C–metal double bond is located primarily at
the terminal C atom, and assuming that the C–C bond adjacent to the C–metal double bond cracks
preferentially, then methane will be the main product of hydrogenolysis.
The distribution of primary hydrogenolysis products depends on the metal. On Ni, the reaction scheme
involves successive demethylation at terminal C–C bonds of the hydrocarbon chain which lead to
formation of C1 fragments that are hydrogenated to form methane.45,
81

reasonably well to Co, but not to Fe.

81

This scheme also applies

This explains the significant amounts of C1 and C2, reported

over hydrocracking catalysts that contain Ni or Co as the (de)hydrogenation function.35
In contrast, a nonselective rupture of different C–C bonds is reported over Pt-containing catalysts.
For n-heptane, hydrogenolysis was the predominant reaction on all the metals of group VIII except Pt,
on which extensive isomerization and dehydrocyclization were also observed.82 The lower
hydrogenolysis activity of noble metals, as compared with very active hydrogenation metals such as
Ni, makes them the preferred choice for (de)hydrogenation functionality when employed in
hydrocracking and hydroisomerization catalysts.
Some reports speculate that hydrogenolysis may add to methane production over bifunctional FTS
catalysts.9, 44, 77 Related literature on this aspect is not clear and even controversial in some occasions.
n-hexadecane hardy showed any conversion over Co/SiO2 at 523 K (H2/n-C16 = 2.9,

13
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respectively.76 It is noteworthy that H2 pressure has a strong inverse effect on the reaction rates over
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493 K where C1 was dominantly produced (H2/n-C6 = 9.0, N2/n-C6 = 2.0).44 Under similar conditions,
Co/H-ZSM-5 was more than 50% selective towards methane while no C1 was detected over H-ZSM5. The n-C6 conversion over Co/H-ZSM-5 and H-ZSM-5 was 94 and 13%, respectively.44
Accordingly, zeolite-supported Co-catalysts that contain a large fraction of coordinatively unsaturated
Co sites are more active than Co/SiO2 in n-C6 hydrogenolysis.44,

46

This reaction is known to be

structure sensitive and TOFs often vary with particle size. Nevertheless, there is no consistency in
literature on the type of such dependence.83 In any case due to competitive CO adsorption under FTS
reaction conditions, hydrogenolysis is not expected to occur to such an extent as in absence of CO.
Including propane in a syngas feed did not significantly change the methane selectivity, and ethylene
and propylene addition even reduced this value,77 probably due to reinsertion and scavenging of C1
surface species. Further investigations, e.g., via labeling the reactant molecules, are required in order to
(completely) unveil the extent of hydrocarbon hydrogenolysis as side reaction during FTS.
4. Zeolite-containing FTS systems
From the perspective of Catalysis Engineering,84 three different process levels can be distinguished
in bifunctional FTS catalysts based on the state and extent of the contact between the acidic and FTS
function: the reactor level, the catalyst particle level and the catalyst active phase level. These three
levels are thoroughly discussed in this section.
4.1. Reactor level
Two different configurations can be distinguished in literature for combination of zeolites and FTS
metals (Co and Fe) at the reactor level: separate or dual layer beds, containing the zeolite downstream
of the FTS catalyst (denoted as ‘2BED’), and single mixed beds containing a homogeneous physical
mixture of the two catalysts (denoted as ‘1BED’) (Fig. 11). Both catalyst beds can be operated at a
similar temperature, which is in the limit of either LTFT or HTFT conditions. Applications with a
higher temperature at the zeolite bed region, closer to that of hydrocrackers, or even dual reactor
systems have also been reported.85, 86 Such layouts resemble the two steps processes (such as in the
Shell SMDS 1) and are not discussed in this context. 1BED systems may be considered as at the border

14
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Fig. 10. Structure of adsorbed n-heptane intermediates formed on metals. 79
N2/n-C16 = 4.4).38 In another work however, ca. 25% n-hexane conversion is reported over Co/SiO2 at
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between the reactor and catalyst particle levels and their related discussions are divided between
sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Both Fe- and Co-based FTS have been studied in the two above-mentioned configurations (2BED
and 1BED). Severe alkali migration from the alkali-promoted Fe-containing catalysts to H-ZSM-5 is

2BED

1BED

COAT

SUPP

Zeolite phase
FTS phase

Mixed bed

Coating on the
particle

Mixed particle [6]

Coating on the
active phase

Fig. 11. Schematic representation of different configurations that zeolite and FTS phases may have
with respect to one another in bifunctional systems. From left to right:	
   separate or dual layer beds,
containing the zeolite downstream the FTS catalyst (2BED), single mixed bed containing a
homogeneous physical mixture of the zeolite and FTS catalyst particles (1BED), coating layer of the
zeolite over FTS catalyst (COAT), and FTS active phase supported on the zeolite (SUPP).
and a considerable selectivity shift towards lower value light paraffins (including C1)57 make the
1BED configuration less attractive than the 2BED. In contrast, higher CO conversions and C5–C11
selectivity were obtained in 1BED when a La-promoted Fe was studied.55
The improved performance of 1BED over 2BED systems in terms of increased selectivities to
gasoline-range hydrocarbons is in line with results reported for Co-based catalysts.40, 41, 54 Schaub et al.
40, 41

reveal that under the applied process conditions, the C10–C20 molar fraction may be larger in the

2BED configuration than in the 1BED, while both systems represent similar fractions of liquid
15
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reported for 1BED during the course of reaction.57, 59 As the result, a decline in FTS activity 59
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hydrocarbons (C5–C20) 40. In any case, the 1BED operation leads to more branched hydrocarbons,40,
41, 54

pointing to an enhanced contribution of acid-catalyzed reactions in the latter.

Many reports indicate that the C1 selectivity increases as the bed configuration changes from 2BED
to 1BED

9, 40, 41, 55, 77

and various reasons, including acid cracking, hydrocarbon hydrogenolysis, heat

typically eliminated by diluting the catalyst bed with an inert and/or recycle of liquid product.
However, some acid zeolite catalyzed reactions, including hydrocracking, as well as possible
hydrocarbon hydrogenolysis over metal sites are also exothermic and may add to the produced heat.
The C1 selectivity was reduced by half upon adding an inert solid to a physical mixture of Co/SiO2 and
H-ZSM-5 while it did not change in absence of the zeolite. Furthermore, less aromatics were detected
in the liquid products after dilution.77 These results indicate that heat effects are even more important
in bifunctional systems, especially in 1BED configuration. In more recent works, zeolites H-USY, HBeta, H-MOR, and H-ZSM-5 that were mixed with Co/SiO2 and diluted with SiC in a 1BED
configuration, did not lead to additional C1 at all.38, 87 This observation suggests that reactions over the
acid zeolites do not produce additional methane.
4.2. Catalyst particle and active phase levels
1BED systems may also consist of catalyst particles that are homogeneous mixtures of zeolite and
FTS phases (Fig 11). A closer contact (than that in the 1BED configuration) between the FTS and
zeolite functionalities is possible if a coating layer of the latter is put over the FTS active phase

88-90

(denoted as ‘COAT’). As schematically shown in Fig 11, the zeolite layer may coat the catalyst
particle (i.e., coating of µm sized particles) or the FTS metal agglomerates (i.e., coating of nm sized
particles). The contact can be further maximized by dispersing the FTS metal particles in a zeolitic
support 42, 47, 89, 91 (denoted as ‘SUPP’).
For Fe-based catalysts it is shown that SUPP

92

and COAT

71, 93

systems are more selective than

1BED to the C5–C11 fraction. Accordingly, an intimate contact between the two components is a key
to the bifunctional performance of these hybrid catalysts. A systematic study on Co-catalysts revealed
that upon changing the system configuration from 1BED to COAT and further to SUPP (Fig. 11),
deviations form a classical ASF product distribution become more pronounced (Fig. 12).89 This
practical observation is an evidence of the above statement about the necessity of the close proximity
of the two types of active sites.
The COAT configuration concept may be termed ‘core-shell’ as described by Tsubaki et al. 94, 95 for
FTS reaction in analogy to earlier works for other reactions.96,

97

In an ideal core-shell scenario, a

defect free reactive zeolite membrane should cover a core of FTS catalyst. A critical review of the
relatively large number of reports on this topic, 49, 71, 88, 90, 93-95, 98-110 points to the challenge of making
16
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effects, etc. are hypothesized as possible origins. FTS is highly exothermic and heat effects are
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and characterizing such catalytic membrane reactor on the level of catalyst particles (i.e., coating of
µm sized particles) via the hydrothermal synthesis approach:89 Exposing a Co/SiO2 core to a
hydrothermal environment in the presence of zeolite structure directing agent, brings about partial
transformation of the SiO2 into zeolite where Co agglomerates are enwrapped (i.e., coating of nm sized

1.E-01

y/–

1.E-02

1.E-03

1.E-04

l Co/SiO2
u Co/H-ZSM-5
▲ Co/mesoH-ZSM-5

1.E-05
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

n/–

Fig. 12. Fractional molar distribution of FTS products after 20 h on-stream at 513 K, 15 bar total
pressure, feed composition H2/CO = 2, and GHSV = 2.4 m3STP kg-1cat h-1. Co/mesoH-ZSM-5:
mesoporous H-ZSM-5-supported Co. Co loadings are about 10 wt%.89 Reproduced with permission
from Elsevier.

particles). In other words, the supported Co-catalyst functions as a synthesis precursor during the
hydrothermal approach rather than as an ideal catalyst core.88 Regardless of the necessity for in depth
characterization, good selectivity data to gasoline-range hydrocarbons and/or isoparaffins are reported
for both Fe- and Co-based COAT systems71, 98, 105 along with too high C1 selectivity. At the same time,
Co-based coated catalysts exhibit lower CO conversion levels than the conventional base catalysts
89, 94, 95, 98-110

88,

due to mass transport limitations.89 Unfortunately, the majority of the FTS reactions

catalyzed by coated catalysts are reported at very high conversion levels of the limiting reactants (e.g.,
> 90% CO conversion at H2/CO ratio of 2

49, 90, 93

) which is not desired for activity evaluations.111

Since FTS catalysts in general are not highly productive, a loss in activity should be considered as a
significant obstacle for practical applications. One report claims that an intimate contact with H-ZSM5 promotes the formation of an active carbide phase in Fe-containing catalysts and hence, enhances the
catalyst activity:71 The authors report a 90% CO conversion for H-ZSM-5-coated Fe-catalyst after ca.
150 h on-stream which is ca. 30% higher than that over the uncoated sample. However, since this
reaction was performed at H2/CO ratio of 1 (which is half of the stoichiometric value of 2), products
17
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associated with ca. 15% of the converted CO are not clearly stated (olefin/paraffin ratio of 0.9 and
17% carbon selectivity to CO2 are reported).
Alternatively, the cooperative action of FTS and acid sites can be enhanced by employing the acidic
zeolite as FTS catalyst support (SUPP, Fig. 11). However, such an application is restricted by the
FTS activity and selectivity for the following reasons: (i) due to stronger metal-support interactions,
metal reducibility decreases considerably inside the zeolite structure,46, 112 (ii) even on inert carriers, it
is well-known that Co particles smaller than 6–10 nm in size are not optimal for FTS (section 3.1),63, 65
and (iii) mass transport limitations in the very narrow zeolite micropores may severely alter the local
H2/CO ratio with respect to that in the bulk and also lead to over-exposure of the hydrocarbon products
to acid sites.42,

47

To address these drawbacks mesopores were created in crystallites of different

zeolites via desilication113 and the resulting hierarchical zeolites were employed as support for Co 43, 44,
46, 47, 89

and Ru.42,

91

For 3 wt% Ru-catalysts supported on ZSM-5 and Beta, product selectivity

correlates with the extent of support mesoporosity: Upon increasing the NaOH concentration
(employed desilicating agent) and thus creating more mesoporosity, the selectivity to methane
decreases (over the prospect catalyst) while that to gasoline-range hydrocarbons increases.42, 91 This
has been attributed to reduced diffusion limitations, which eliminate the over-exposure of the FTS
hydrocarbons to strong acid sites and keep the local H2/CO ratio inside the catalyst particle closer to
bulk conditions.42,

47

Nevertheless, very high concentrations of NaOH results in excessive zeolite

amorphization and lowers the C5–C11 selectivity by reducing the acid-catalyzed reaction. Therefore,
synthesis optimization of mesoporous zeolites should be realized specifically for FTS catalyst
applications. In a series of reports by Sartipi et al., 43, 44, 46, 47, 89 synthesis optimization of mesoporous
H-ZSM-5 (denoted as ‘mesoH-ZSM-5’) involved demetalation via subsequent base and acid
treatments. NaOH (alkaline) and tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH, organic) bases were
employed as desilicating agents. Under similar treatment conditions, NaOH results in a more severe
desilication than TPAOH,47 creating mesostructures with pore sizes and volumes very similar to the
amorphous SiO2 reference support.44, 47 A more controlled desilication with TPAOH gives rise to more
mesoporosity suggesting a higher degree of hierarchy with large cavities communicated with smaller
mesopores.46, 47 Further, TPAOH is preferred over NaOH, since Na+ is a well-known poison for Cobased FTS catalysts and trace amounts results in a lower FTS activity as compared with the organic
treated samples.47
The consecutive acid treatment (with HNO3) removes the produced extraframework aluminum,
caused by zeolite desilication, and boosts the FTS activity. Moreover, the acid treatment increases the
Brønsted acidity of mesoH-ZSM-5.44
18
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limited external surface area of zeolites. Dispersion of metals in the zeolite micropores reduces their
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The large mesopore surface area of mesoH-ZSM-5 improves the metal dispersion at elevated Co
loadings. The Co/mesoH-ZSM-5 catalyst is much more active than Co/H-ZSM-5 and the conventional
Co/SiO2.44, 89 Moreover, the time-on-stream stability of Co/mesoH-ZSM-5 and Co/SiO2 is comparable,
in terms of CO conversion, during 140 h

43, 46

(insert in Fig. 13a). The high selectivity to liquid
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Fig. 13. (a)	
   Carbon selectivity of FTS products after 140 h on-stream. In each carbon number group
from left to right: Co/SiO2 and Co/mesoH-ZSM-5. ■: n-paraffins; ▨: sum of isoparaffins and olefins.
Insert shows the time-on-stream (TOS) evolution of the CO conversion. (b)	
   Selectivity distribution of
liquid hydrocarbons, produced over Co/mesoH-ZSM-5 as collected after 140 h on-stream. FTS
experiments were performed at 513 K, 15 bar total pressure, feed composition H2/CO = 1,	
  and GHSV =
12 m3STP kg-1cat h-1. Co loadings are about 20 wt%. 46 Reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co.
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hydrocarbons over H-ZSM-5-supported catalysts is visible as a cutoff in the molar
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distribution above C11 in terms of the ASF distribution of conventional catalysts (e.g., Co/SiO2, Fig. 7
and 12). Measurements after 140 h on-stream shows that Co/mesoH-ZSM-5 is ca. three times more
selective than Co/SiO2 towards C5–C11 cut, producing a large fraction of unsaturated hydrocarbons,
catalyst 46 (Fig. 13).
5. Stability of zeolites in view of bifunctional FTS applications
One of the major concerns regarding industrial applications of zeolite-containing bifunctional
catalysts is the stability and lifetime of the acid component with respect to that of the FTS. In this
view, coke formation is a main parameter, since deposition of coke would eventually deactivate the
acid functionality and, consequently, alter the product selectivity.38 This parameter correlates with the
extent of aromatic formation in the course of reaction. Botes et al.

57, 58

compared two H-ZSM-5

zeolites with different Si/Al ratios (15 and 140) when combined with Fe-based catalysts in 1BED and
2BED configurations. Although initially higher, the aromatic fraction produced over the high-acidity
zeolite sharply decreased and dropped below that produced over the low-acidity one. Therefore, the
low-acidity zeolite showed a more stable behavior and produced a higher fraction of aromatics after
150 h TOS. This conclusion on H-ZSM-5 is confirmed by others as well.52, 92 In general H-ZSM-5 is
fairly resistant towards coke formation due to its narrow channel type structure and well distributed
acid sites. FTS reaction results confirm that H-ZSM-5-containg 1BED systems are more stable and
selective to branched hydrocarbons than mixed catalysts containing other zeolite topologies including
MCM-22, ITQ-2, ITQ-22, IM-5, USY, H-Beta, and H-MOR.38, 51, 87 The lifetime can considerably be
improved by decreasing the zeolite crystallite size, allowing a better utilization of the zeolite
microporosity, due to shorter diffusion distances. Another approach frequently reported is adding Pd as
a (de)hydrogenation function.51, 52, 92
Up to 250 h on-stream at 553 K, the isomer selectivity drops by less than 25% of its corresponding
value at 50 h TOS over H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 140).92 However, the decrease in production of C4 isomers
is more than 50% of its initial value after ca. 200 h on-stream at 573 K (H-ZSM-5, Si/Al = 25).56 FTS
rate was relatively stable over the Fe component under these conditions. Reactivation at 573 K in an
O2 containing environment is not sufficient to regenerate the H-ZSM-5 zeolite (Si/Al =14) while the
Fe component is totally reactivated after reduction.114 As expected, coke formation is amplified over
the zeolite at HTFT conditions, where the reaction temperatures are higher than 573 K. One the other
hand, many reports suggest a more stable performance of the acid function at LTFT conditions.6, 41, 46,
98, 103, 107

Recently, a 7.5 wt% Co-0.2 wt% Ru-catalyst, supported on alumina bound ZSM-5, is

reported to show a stable performance and high selectivity to C5–C20 up to 1500 h on-stream at 493
K.6 After 140 h on-stream at 513 K, reactivation of Co/mesoH-ZSM-5 by H2 at 773 K results in the
20
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recovery of the initial iso- to n-C4 product ratio over this catalyst along with its initial FTS activity.46
This suggests that H-ZSM-5 framework does not collapse under LTFT conditions, although lowered

6. Conclusions
The combination of zeolites with an active FTS phase increases the product selectivity towards
liquid hydrocarbons. This approach offers a great potential for intensified and direct production of
synthetic fuels from syngas. Among different zeolite topologies, the most promising results are
obtained with H-ZSM-5. The main advantages of the use of this zeolite in combination with FTS
functionalities are: (i) it is one of the few zeolites industrially produced and applied for acid-catalyzed
hydrocarbon conversion reactions, (ii) it has a (relatively) stable catalytic performance, especially at
LTFT process conditions, and (iii) besides acid-catalyzed cracking, it has a fair isomerization and
oligomerization activity at low temperatures. The latter oligomerization initiates the hydrocracking
reaction via a bimolecular mechanism, since olefins are primary FTS products.
Although HTFT conditions are, in principle, more compatible with hydrocracking and other acidcatalyzed reactions than LTFT conditions, acid sites deactivate relatively fast due to coke formation
during HTFT. Therefore, such an integration of different functions seems to be more feasible at LTFT
conditions, making Co the desired FTS phase.
In most literature examples, the combination of Co based FTS catalyst and zeolitic acidity results in
high selectivities towards gasoline range hydrocarbons. This is mostly due to the type and mechanisms
of acid-catalyzed reactions over zeolites in bifunctional systems (Fig. 14). While oligomerization
decreases the amount of lower olefins, cracking of the reactive large hydrocarbons breaks the
conventional ASF product selectivity at higher carbon numbers. Both reactions will produce branched
hydrocarbons. Small branched hydrocarbons do not participate in the FTS chain propagation
effectively and, at the same time, larger hydrocarbons will be get trapped in the narrow zeolite
channels (such as those of H-ZSM-5) where they undergo excessive isomerization and cracking. In
this sense, the use of larger pore zeolites, acidic enough as to display cracking activity under FTS
conditions, would be ideal for the production of longer hydrocarbons, in the diesel fuel range.
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intensity of MFI diffraction patterns are reported for spent catalysts as compared with the fresh ones.50
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CO + H2
Chain propagation
n-Paraffins + α-Olefins

FTS phase

Zeolite phase

Branched hydrocarbons
(majorly C5–C11)

Fig. 14. Schematic representation of reactions involved in zeolite-containing FTS catalysts.
A crucial factor affecting the product selectivity of bifunctional catalysts is the proximity between
acid and FTS components. The closer the sites the more olefinic products reach acid sites before
undergoing hydrogenation. This fact makes zeolite supported Co catalysts the best performing ones
among the different options in terms of active site proximity. However, in spite of these advantages, a
number of drawbacks need to be addressed in order to make the direct synthesis of liquid hydrocarbons
from syngas more attractive, namely:
-

The high selectivity towards methane derived from the strong interactions between the FTS
phase and the zeolite. This is a great catalyst synthesis challenge related to the state of the FTS
metal particles, since reducibility, size, interactions with the zeolite, coordination of metal
atoms, etc. directly affects the FTS chain growth. In many occasions, approaches including
hydrothermal synthesis to form a zeolite coating around the metal (agglomerates) or
impregnation of the FTS functionality with zeolitic supports, led to lower chain growth
probabilities and/or promotion of side reactions (e.g., CO hydrogenation and hydrocarbon
hydrogenolysis).

-

The long-term stability of these catalysts has been largely unexplored. Future works should
certainly address this point and demonstrate that the lifetime of the zeolite containing catalysts
is comparable to that of other FTS catalysts.
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